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Cla!ic Pu" Da#y
�#04#1�͆�2-�͈

For a gluten-free version, use white 
0'!#�̦-30

Equipment: Your choice of oven-
1�$#� �)',%�4#11#*Ɩ�13!&��1���̈́ͅƚ',!&�
cast-iron skillet, a small roasting 
pan, a stainless-steel sauté pan, a 
%*�11�-0�!#0�+'!� �)',%�"'1&Ɩ�̥4#�-0�
1'6�0�+#)',1Ɩ�-0�#4#,���+3$̥,�2',ƕ�
$�7-3�31#���.�,�2&�2�'1�͆ͅ�',!&#1�-0�
more in diameter, you might consider 
increasing the quantities of all the 
',%0#"'#,21�',�2&'1�0#!'.#� 7�-,#�2&'0"ƕ

Maybe you’ve heard some people call this a Dutch baby, and others a 
German pancake. As the story goes, the young daughter of a German 
restaurateur in Seattle couldn’t pronounce the word “Deutsch” (which 
actually means “German”!) and instead said “Dutch.” The restaurant 
served individual-size pancakes, calling them “babies.” Hence, Dutch 
baby. You can use the same basic recipe to make Dutch babies, using 
tiny frying pans, if you have them. Or, make a giant one, as we do here, 
and call it what you like! Our name of choice? Puff Daddy.

This pancake is traditionally served for breakfast or brunch, but it’s 
equally good for dessert or with dinner. It has lots of cousins—or sib-
lings, more like: think popover, Yorkshire pudding, or even cream puffs. 
The variations depend mostly on the vessel you cook it in and what 
you serve it with. It can be served simply with a squeeze of fresh lemon 
and sprinkle of powdered sugar—like its cousin, the crepe, which is as 
ƪ�͏͆�̆͆͏ǤǸ̆͆ģ�ģģЃ͆Ǹ̆͆ʬΎƆƆЃƀŨ�ɐģ͆Ɔˮľ̆Ǥ͆ÓľˮˮǸľ̆Ě͆ɴˮ͆ϯǸ͏Ǥ͆ϯǤ�͏ľϩľˮ͆ǃľɐǸΎ̆͆
toppings you can dream of. (Ice cream, anyone?)

The recipe illustrates a key (Serious) New Cook principle: Understand 
the inherently experimental nature of baking. You can read a hundred 
different recipes that claim their exact technique or exact ratio of eggs 
͏ɴ͆ɀǸȬȣ͆͏ɴ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆ϯǸȬȬ͆ЃǸľȬģ͆͏Ǥľ͆ʬΎƆƘľ̆͏͆ʬ�ɐö�ȣľ˄͆pǤǸ̆͆ɀ�ȣľ̆͆̆ľɐ̆ľĚ͆̆Ǹɐöľ͆
baking is a real science—or maybe it’s more of an art . . . we can never 
decide. Or maybe it’s a science, but when we don’t exactly KNOW the 
science, we call it art. 

At any rate, what most recipes don’t tell you is that every tweak has 
an effect, including subtle variations in pan shapes, sizes, and materials, 
the exact size of your eggs, the temperature of the raw ingredients, the 
̆ǸСľ͆�ɐģ͆͏Ѓʬľ͆ɴƆ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆̆�Ȭ͏͆ǃˮ�ɐΎȬľ̆Ě͆͏Ǥľ͆ʬˮľöǸ̆ľ͆�ɀɴΎɐ͏͆ɴƆ͆ƪɴΎ Ěˮ͆͏Ǥľ͆ϯ�Ѓ͆
your oven heats up, and so forth. Puff Daddies are perfect examples. 
Using really big eggs and cooking the daddy a little less can yield a 
more tender, more luscious pancake interior, while a couple extra min-
utes (or slightly smaller eggs) can yield a more impressive puff height. 
If you’re serving it with maple syrup or loads of berries and powdered 
sugar, maybe achieving a gravity-defying puff is most important to 
you. But if a silky interior sounds more satisfying, it might be worth 

Optional Prep
The batter can be made in advance and 
kept in the refrigerator for a few hours 
or even overnight. In fact, letting it 
rest for a few hours improves the Puff 
Daddy’s texture and can increase its 
height. Just make the batter without 
the butter and refrigerate, covered, 
right in the blender jar. When you are 
ready to bake it, melt the butter in the 
pan, add half to the batter, and reblend 
before pouring and baking it. Note that 
cold batter will require extra baking 
time, so keep a close eye on it. If you 
want to reduce that baking time and 
improve the height even further, warm 
the blender jar of cold batter in a pan 
of hot tap water before before pouring 
it into the buttered pan.
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̆�öˮǸƘöǸɐǃ͆�͆͏ǸɐЃ͆ÓǸ͏͆ɴƆ͆ǤľǸǃǤ͏˄͆ŭǸɐǃ͆ȬǸ͏͏Ȭľ͆ˮ�ɀľȣǸɐ̆͆ЃǸľȬģ̆͆ƆΎɐ͆ˮľ̆ΎȬ͏̆Ě͆
too (see the third recipe in this Puff Daddy trio!)—kind of like a popover 
or even a bit like a cream puff. 

When it comes down to it, after testing and tweaking our recipe 
countless times over the years, we realized that you can get an impres-
sive result with a remarkably wide variety of approaches. This is what 
works best for us. Try it once, develop your own theory for what’s 
ϯɴˮȣǸɐǃ͆Óľ̆͏͆�ɐģ͆Ȭľ�̆͏͆ǃǸϩľɐ͆͏Ǥľ͆̆ʬľöǸƘö̆͆ɴƆ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆ɴϯɐ͆ȣǸ͏öǤľɐ͆�ɐģ͆
your own ingredients, then tweak the recipe just a tad and try again the 
next weekend! (Or, better yet, try it once for breakfast, then later for 
dessert!) 

The bottom line: This is a really easy, really fun recipe that cooks up 
a treat as impressive as it is delicious. So, it follows two more (Serious) 
New Cook Principles: Have fun and share!

Ingredients
ButterĚ͆ƶ͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ̆͆Ύɐ̆�Ȭ͏ľģ͆ʴǸƆ͆ЃɴΎ͆
only have salted, reduce the salt to 
just a pinch)

Whole milk, ¾ cup, slightly warmed 
ʴʏƝ͆̆ľöɴɐģ̆͆Ǹɐ͆͏Ǥľ͆ɀǸöˮɴϯ�ϩľ͆ɴˮ͆�͆Ɔľϯ͆
minutes sitting in a measuring cup in 
a pan of hot water will do the trick)

�**ƚ.30.-1#�̦-30, ¾ cup (or ½ cup 
ϯǤǸ͏ľ͆ˮǸöľ͆ƪɴΎ Ěˮ͆ʬˮľƆľˮ�ÓȬЃ͆̆ΎʬľˮƘɐľʻ

SugarĚ͆ʏ͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ͆ʴǸƆ͆ЃɴΎ˩ˮľ͆ǃɴǸɐǃ͆
the savory route, feel free to reduce 
or skip the sugar)

Salt  ,͆ʏ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ

EggsĚ͆͆͢Ȭ�ˮǃľĚ͆�͏͆ˮɴɴɀ͆͏ľɀʬľˮ�͏Ύˮľ͆
ʴϯ�ˮɀǸɐǃ͆ÓˮǸľƪЃ͆Ǹɐ͆�͆ÓɴϯȬ͆ɴˮ͆ʬ�ɐ͆ɴƆ͆
hot tap water—perhaps alongside the 
milk—works well)

Your favorite toppings: lemon juice 
and powdered sugar, fresh berries,
�ɐЃ͆�ľˮˮЃ͆�ɴɀʬɴ͏ľ͆ʴʬ�ǃľ͆Ɲ͢ʻĚ͆
chocolate-hazelnut spread and 
bananas, ice cream, a fried egg, ham 
and cheese, a salad, etcetera, etcetera, 
etcetera 

Tips
Ingredient temperatures affect 
 �)',%�!-,1'"#0� *7ƕ Just imagine 
the difference between starting 
with eggs and milk straight out 
of the fridge at 40°F compared 
to room temperature at around 
70°F or slightly warmed at around 
90°F. Baking times will increase 
or decrease dramatically, and in a 
recipe like this, the particular puff-
iness or crispiness or egginess can 
be affected as well. When we have 
time, we use the standard profes-
sional pastry chef approach and 
ϯ�ˮɀ͆ɴΎˮ͆ľǃǃ̆͆�ɐģ͆ɀǸȬȣ͆Ƙˮ̆͏˄͆pǤǸ̆͆
allows all of the ingredients to 
bond together more easily, result-
ing in more uniformly textured 
baked goods. In a Puff Daddy that 
usually means it will rise a little 
taller, too. It’s easy enough and is 
good practice, particularly if you 
want a consistent result. But the 
truth is, when we’re hungry or in 
a hurry, we sometimes use them 
cold, and not many people can tell 
the difference. If you’re up for a 
tiny bit of extra effort, warm your 
milk for a few minutes by placing 
it in a glass measuring cup in a 
pan of hot water, along with your 
eggs—and see if you can notice 
the difference! Also try exper-
imenting—(Serious) New Cook
Principle #3—with oven tem-
peratures. Some cooks start with 
a blazing hot oven, while others 
start with a cold one, believe it or 
not. We lean toward cold, in this 
case, but the outcome depends 
on how fast your oven heats up, 
so . . . experiment!

Here’s a trick to the perfect 
powdered sugar�1.0',)*#ƕ Put the 
̆Ύǃ�ˮ͆Ǹɐ͆�͆̆ǸƆ͏ľˮ͆ɴˮ͆�͆ƘɐľǱɀľ̆Ǥ͆
strainer and “dust it” onto the 
pancake by tapping the side of the 
sifter with your hand as the sugar 
“snows” down beautifully.

̺̼� (SERIOUS) NEW COOK
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͂ Prep: Preheat your oven to 400°F. (And if it hasn’t 
come all the way up to temperature by the time the 
batter is ready, that’s okay!) Then, on the stovetop over 
medium heat, melt the butter in the pan you will bake 
the pancake in, swirling to coat the bottom and sides. 
Remove the pan from the heat and start the batter. (If 
you’re using a baking dish or ramekin, pour the melted 
butter into it and swirl to coat.)

̓ Make the batter: Spoon out 2 tablespoons of the 
melted butter and put it into a blender. Then add the 
ɀǸȬȣĚ͆ƪɴΎ Ěˮ͆̆Ύǃ� Ěˮ͆̆�Ȭ͏Ě͆�ɐģ͆ľǃǃ̆͆ʴǸɐ͆͏Ǥ�͏͆ɴˮģľ Ěˮ͆͏ɴ͆ˮľģΎöľ͆
͏Ǥľ͆�ɀɴΎɐ͏͆ɴƆ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆͏Ǥ�͏͆ǃľ͏̆͆̆͏Ύöȣ͆͏ɴ͆͏Ǥľ͆ÓȬľɐģľˮ͆öΎʬʻ͆
and pulse a few times, until nearly smooth. Scrape 
down the sides to make sure all of the dry ingredients 
have a chance to blend in, and pulse a few more times. 
The batter should be thin, frothy, and free of lumps. 
Alternatively, you can whisk together the ingredients by 
hand in a large bowl.

̈́ Pour the batter and start baking: Pour the 
batter into the buttered pan and place it in the oven 
(even if it hasn't preheated all the way). Resist opening 
the door to peek for at least 15 minutes (10, if you’re 
using small pans or ramekins).

ͅ Finish baking: Remove from the oven when the 
puff daddy is super puffy and golden brown all over, 
15 to 25 minutes total, depending on your pan and your 
oven. If you’re going for maximum height, let it get 
nice and brown; if tender deliciousness is your goal, a 
light golden brown is better. Top as desired and serve 
immediately. 
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Caramelized Apple 
Pu! Da"y 
This is what you’d get if a Puff Daddy had a baby with a tarte tatin. In 
other words, it’s dessert you can pass off as breakfast. (Unless you add 
a scoop of vanilla ice cream. Then let’s just agree it really is dessert, 
okay?) Like a classic tarte tatin, the apples are caramelized in butter and 
sugar before the crust—or, in this case, the Puff Daddy batter—is added 
to the pan. It bakes up looking rather like a regular Puff Daddy, but as 
soon as it’s done, you flip it upside down onto a plate, which deflates 
it but allows the caramelized apples to shine. Literally. It’s lovely on its 
own, but our favorite way to serve it is with a dollop of Greek yogurt or 
with some yogurt whipped cream, which balances out the sweetness of 
the caramelized apples by bringing out their natural tartness. 

�#04#1�͆�2-�͈


-0���%*32#,ƚ$0##�4#01'-,Ɩ�31#�5&'2#�
0'!#�̦-30

�'+#Ɨ�͈͉�+',32#1Ɩ�2&-3%&�'$�7-3�&�4#�
��0#�**7�&3,%07�!0#5�2&�2�!�,Ʀ2�5�'2�
2&#�#620��͉ͅ�2-�͆̈́�+',32#1�'2�2�)#1�2-�
!�0�+#*'8#�2&#��..*#1�̥012Ɩ�7-3�!�,�
!&#�2� 7�+�)',%�2&#�.*�',�4#01'-,�-$�
2&#��*�11'!��3$$���""7�ư.�%#�͈͉ƱƖ��,"�
5&'*#�'2Ʀ1� �)',%Ɩ�!�0�+#*'8#�2&#��..*#1�
',�2&#� 322#0��,"�13%�0Ɩ�2&#,�1.--,�'2�
�**�-4#0�2&#�2-.�-$�2&#��3$$���""7ƕ

	/3'.+#,2Ɨ���&#�47ƚ -22-+#"Ɩ�
-4#,ƚ1�$#�͌ƚ�2-�̈́ͅƚ',!&�1)'**#2

̺̾� (SERIOUS) NEW COOK
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Ingredients 
ButterĚ͆Ɲ͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ̆͆Ύɐ̆�Ȭ͏ľģ͆ʴǸƆ͆ЃɴΎ͆
only have salted, reduce the salt to 
just a pinch)

Apples, ͆ɴˮ͆͆͢Ȭ�ˮǃľ͆ʴʬˮľƆľˮ�ÓȬЃ͆�͆ƘˮɀĚ͆
tart variety like Pink Lady or Granny 
iɀǸ͏ǤʻĚ͆ʬľľȬľģ͆�ɐģ͆öΎ͏͆Ǹɐ͏ɴ͆ʡǱǸɐöǤǱ
thick slices

Sugar, ½ to  cup (depending on 
how sweet or tart your apples are and 
how strong your sweet tooth is)

Salt,͆ʏ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ͆ʬȬΎ̆͆�͆ʬǸɐöǤ

Whole milk, ¾ cup, slightly warmed 
ʴʏƝ͆̆ľöɴɐģ̆͆Ǹɐ͆͏Ǥľ͆ɀǸöˮɴϯ�ϩľ͆ɴˮ͆�͆Ɔľϯ͆
minutes sitting in a measuring cup in 
a pan of hot water will do the trick)

�**ƚ.30.-1#�̦-30, ¾ cup 

EggsĚ͆͆͢Ȭ�ˮǃľĚ͆�͏͆ˮɴɴɀ͆͏ľɀʬľˮ�͏Ύˮľ͆
ʴϯ�ˮɀǸɐǃ͆ÓˮǸľƪЃ͆Ǹɐ͆�͆ÓɴϯȬ͆ɴˮ͆ʬ�ɐ͆ɴƆ͆
hot tap water—perhaps alongside the 
milk—works well)

͂ Caramelize the apples: Melt the butter in your skillet over medium-
high heat. Then, add the apples, sugar, and a pinch of salt, stirring constantly 
as the sugar dissolves and the apples begin to release their juices. Continue 
cooking, stirring frequently, until the apples become soft and translucent, 15 
to 20 minutes, depending on your apple variety (see Tips). The consistency 
of the caramel will change throughout the cooking process. Ultimately, you 
want it to become a thick, golden-brown syrup. If it gets thicker than that, 
add a squeeze of lemon juice or a splash of water to loosen it up. Remove 
from the heat.

̓ Make the batter: Preheat your oven to 400°F. (And if it hasn’t come all 
the way up to temperature by the time the batter is ready, that’s okay!) Then, 
Ǹɐ͏ɴ͆�͆ÓȬľɐģľ Ěˮ͆ʬΎ͏͆͏Ǥľ͆ɀǸȬȣĚ͆ƪɴΎ Ěˮ͆ˮľɀ�ǸɐǸɐǃ͆ʋ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ͆̆�Ȭ͏Ě͆�ɐģ͆ľǃǃ̆͆ʴǸɐ͆͏Ǥ�͏͆
ɴˮģľ Ěˮ͆͏ɴ͆ˮľģΎöľ͆͏Ǥľ͆�ɀɴΎɐ͏͆ɴƆ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆͏Ǥ�͏͆ǃľ͏̆͆̆͏Ύöȣ͆͏ɴ͆͏Ǥľ͆ÓȬľɐģľˮ͆öΎʬʻĚ͆�ɐģ͆
pulse a few times, until nearly smooth. Scrape down the sides to make sure 
all of the dry ingredients have a chance to blend in, and pulse a few more 
times. The batter should be thin, frothy, and free of lumps. Set it aside to rest 
for at least a few minutes, until the apples are done.

̈́ Bake: Slowly and evenly pour the batter over the top of the caramel-
ized apples. Place in the oven (even if it hasn't preheated all the way). Avoid 
opening the oven door for at least 15 minutes. Then, you can sneak a peek. 
Keep baking until it is golden brown and puffy all over, about 15 to 25 minutes 
total, depending on your pan and your oven.

ͅ Serve:͆�̆͆̆ɴɴɐ͆�̆͆ЃɴΎ͆ˮľɀɴϩľ͆͏Ǥľ͆cΎƆƆ͆��ģģЃĚ͆ƪǸʬ͆Ǹ͏͆ɴϩľˮ͆ɴɐ͏ɴ͆�͆Ȭ�ˮǃľ͆
plate or cutting board. If your pan is well-seasoned, it shouldn’t stick; if it 
does, you can use a knife or spatula to help loosen it from the pan. (Another 
set of hands helps!) Serve warm.

Optional Prep
The batter can be made and 
refrigerated a day in advance. The 
apples can be caramelized up to 
two hours in advance and left in 
the pan at room temperature. 
When you are ready, rewarm them 
over low heat (with a squeeze of 
lemon juice or splash of water 
to help loosen them up) before 
adding the batter and baking. 

Tips
�&--1#�7-30��..*#1�5'1#*7ƕ
/ǸˮɀǱƪľ̆Ǥľģ͆ϩ�ˮǸľ͏Ǹľ̆͆ȬǸȣľ͆cǸɐȣ͆
Ladies and Granny Smiths cook 
ģǸƆƆľˮľɐ͏ȬЃ͆͏Ǥ�ɐ͆̆ɴƆ͏Ǳƪľ̆Ǥľģ͆
apples like Gravensteins and 
MacIntoshes, which sometimes 
turn to applesauce in the pan. The 
ƘˮɀľˮǱƪľ̆Ǥľģ͆ϩ�ˮǸľ͏Ǹľ̆͆�ˮľ͆ȬǸȣľȬЃ͆
to take 15 to 20 minutes to cook 
through and will puff up before 
they break down. When you see 
͏Ǥ�͏͆ʬΎƆƘɐǃ͆̆͏�ˮ͏͆͏ɴ͆Ǥ�ʬʬľɐĚ͆ǃǸϩľ͆
them a gentle poke with your 
spatula or spoon or press them 
to squeeze the air out. If you 
don’t, the apples will rise to the 
top (which will be the bottom) 
of the Puff Daddy. To keep it all 
caramelly on the bottom (er . . . 
top), you want the apples to be 
caramelized, heavy, and free of air. 
As soon as they become translu-
cent, and before they break down, 
remove from the heat. 

��)#�'2�.0#227ƕ If your apple 
slices maintain their shape during 
caramelization, even after becom-
ing translucent, take a minute to 
arrange them neatly in the pan 
(off the heat); use chopsticks, 
tongs, or a fork to place them in 
a spiral pattern, which will ensure 
every single bite has a perfectly 
Ó�Ȭ�ɐöľģ͆̆ϯľľ͏Ǳ͏�ˮ͏͆ƪ�ϩɴ ˄ˮ͆pǤľɐĚ͆
pour over the batter.
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